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Researchers' Perspective on the Publication of Research Data: 

Semi-structured Interviews from Germany 

Interview: os_001 - Translation 

1 Interviewer: Could you please first introduce yourself and your function and also how long you 

have been working in science already. 

2 Researcher: I am [NAME]. I work at the [INSTITUTION]. I studied physics, then moved to the 

institute after my studies to do my PhD here in the field of land use modelling and then I stayed at 

the institute and now I am working here as a research software engineer. And in this role I am 

responsible for the research work that we do with our models to keep an eye on the software 

development and to make sure that from the software perspective our research is at the most 

advanced state possible. And in overall I have been active in research for about 10 years now. 

3 I: For quite a while now. Very nice. And with what research data do you work a lot in this area? 

4 R: Well, since we do modeling primarily, we have a lot of input data in our models. These are 

mainly socio-economic data and biophysical data, climate data. In my role I support mainly two 

models. One model is a land use model. That has given us for example data like yield information 

as input or information about food demand and the like. Or also population forecasts regarding 

population development. The other is an energy system model. There they are mainly 

information about the capacities of power plants and also demand information for the different 

forms of energy and suchlike. These models, what they produce, are then forecasts for different 

scenarios. These are then on the one hand, forecasts in land use, for example it can be price 

development, food price development, or in the energy system modelling, these are mainly 

estimations which energy sources will play a major role in the future and to what degree. 

5 I: Okay, interesting. And is there any other relevant research data in the subject area? In other 

words something that you don't use yourself, but perhaps like overall in the field of climate 

impact research? What else would also be the research data? 

6 R: It's very difficult to say, it's a very broad field, there is just... yes, a lot of information is... is 

being collected. The big areas are biophysical information, climate data, economic data, socio-

economic data. It is also increasing now, so not here with us, but with colleagues in the direction, 

that we are also looking a little into the behaviour of actors. So this means, we are collecting 

some kind of social behaviour information. 

7 I: You also said that you are involved with software. Is software also a research data? 
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8 R: That's an interesting topic right now, where we are also working on. From a certain perspective 

yes, but you also have to look at it partly separately. We are working very hard at the moment, on 

the fact that... What is often done at the moment is, that software and data are simply handled... 

in the same way or that one says "okay you can include software with data in the whole thing". 

And with that I would disagree, because software has other properties. But now for example 

concerning reproducibility. That you say, that you have to archive the data that is produced as 

well as the software. In this sense it is then again similar. 

9 I: And do you publish research data yourself? Or do they publish research data here at your 

institute? 

10 R: Yes. So the model projection that we have, they get partly published and then also further used 

by others. 

11 I: And where do they get published? Do you happen to know that? 

12 
 

R: Well, it is varying. The data that are produced by our models, for one it is so, if there are now 

any scientific publications about it, that they are then often put online as supplementary material. 

Then there are also model comparison studies that we have, which then have large databases in 

which the whole thing is published. These are then services hosted by individual institutes 

through which the whole thing is then distributed. 

And apart from that, which we also do to some extent, especially when we now consider 

software as data. What we are increasingly doing is, that the software, that we use, also publish 

the models. For this we use Zenodo intensively. Through the, especially through the integration 

into GitHub. 

13 I: And what are the biggest concerns about publishing research data in your area? Why is that not 

yet so well established? 

14 R: It is not yet so established because... I see mainly two reasons. One is that in our community, 

so especially in the energy system modeling and land use modeling. Until recently there it wasn't 

really a topic and people didn't talk about it. That's why not much has happened yet and now that 

it's being talked about, it is the case that some people are worried that a little bit of butter will be 

taken from their bread. That just years of work are put into something and others can very easily 

write any kind of publication there within a very short time, which they originally, which one 

actually intended to write themselves. Those are the concerns I know. Personally I don't share 

these concerns and I'm also very happy that I have the impression that this is slowly changing. 

15 I: And do you know under which license you publish for example the Open Source software? 

16 R: For Open Source software we use mainly two licenses at the moment. One is the GPL license 

and the other one is... yes, we often work currently with the BSD license or partly with MIT. So we 
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distinguish between the two primarily in the sense that we say - software for which it's important 

to us, so where scientific findings are involved and where it's important for us, that if the whole 

thing is being developed further, that it's still now and then made available to everyone. Then we 

use a CopyLeft license, there we use the AGPL. This is especially true for our models, because we 

say there is scientific content in it and if someone does something further with it, we then also 

want to see exactly what is happening there. As far as tools are concerned, which are used all 

around, just for processing the data, we say it's not so important to us that this is open 

afterwards, there it should be easily freely available, easily compatible. For one thing, it should be 

there most easy to use, otherwise just BST or MIT. 

17 I: And with the other research data? 

18 R: With the other research data this is currently less clear. It is also there the case that ... 

especially with the data that are now hosted together in these large model comparison studies. 

There were larger discussions now, where I was also partly marginally involved. It is the case, that 

partly own licenses were developed. Because just of the... especially because of the concerns, 

that it can be used by other people, but in a different way than one would like. There I am 

currently also with others a little bit on ... on debating whether we should switch to classic Open 

Data licenses in the future, but at the moment this is still a little ... not yet as clearly defined, how 

it is now in our case for the software. 

19 I: And the Creative Commons were not a topic at all? 

20 R: It was. I had brought up the Creative Commons, so I would have loved to run with Creative 

Commons at that point, but there was like I said the concerns were too great that you... or there 

was actually a wish there to have a little bit of control over it... to have a stronger control over the 

data. 

21 I: Interesting. I find it exciting. Does your research data also include person-related or sensitive 

data? 

22 R: Fortunately not. I am quite happy about that. Well, I am just contemplating. I can't think of any 

area right now. Well, that is also the case, that we do not collect any data ourselves and then we 

get most of the products already in a form that... so if we... I am just thinking. Also, there is in 

principle no personal data in it. So we get actually... No, it does not matter for us. 

23 I: Okay, so the data you use you get from others? 

24 R: Right. So this is basically like this: You can consider the model as such data... in principle 

simplified as a kind of data aggregator. So you get different data sources, they are combined to 

get new results and new insights. And yes, there it is with the model we work with, that the data 

we need, they are needed on an aggregation level and concern topics where personal data are 
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not relevant for us. 

25 I: Does the research data that you then publish belong to you? 

26 R: That is... 

27 I: To whom do the data belong then? 

28 R: So according to our legal view yes. That is always difficult, because there is unfortunately I 

find... there we have already more closely worked with a lawyer together about how that actually 

is and it is then always so the data further processing is, as I have understood it, still not so... so 

the regulations are very vague, from when one speaks in principle of a new product or from when 

it is in principle still a follow-up product of the initial one. With the models we assume, because 

there the data is really only used as a driver and then a lot of internal logic happens, that these 

are already independent products, but we have mainly ... what we also do is that we have of our 

models in advance various data processing routines running and which they then also merge data 

and alike and there we also have at the moment the problem, that it is very difficult to say 

whether these products are really already independent products or not. 

29 I: And from your own experience in the publication of research data. Did you have the feeling that 

this process is somehow untransparent or somehow complicated, especially when it comes to the 

legal issues? Related to your area now, of course. 

30 R: Yes. Totally. We have... it was like this: Research data was just the first area where I somehow 

got into the role that I really had to sit down with a lawyer and clarify what the issues there are. 

So the answers were unfortunately partly unsatisfactory. So we have just now, I can say 

concretely, we have the problem: We would like to make our whole process reproducible from 

our data generation. This means based on the input data, throughout the model, to the output 

data, we would like to publish everything and we are currently having a very difficult time doing 

this entirely, because we are not legally sure at the moment whether we are allowed to do this at 

all, because this process is based on the input data, so I have to back up a bit: What we would like 

to do, is to leave the input data with the copyright holder and that we basically have software in 

principle, which downloads the data from the originating institution, processes it and then you 

can see the whole process. The problem is: With some copyright holder it is not possible for the 

whole thing to be automatically linked into our process, which means that we have to store the 

intermediary products, that we do internally, where we also know that "we are legally qualified to 

do so". But we do not know whether we would be allowed to publish these intermediate 

products. And there it is simply difficult, that we cannot clearly say concerning the license 

information, that we have from the input data, whether we can do that and therefore, because of 

the legal situation, we are in principle at the moment in the case that we cannot yet create 

completely reproducible workflows. 
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31 I: And would there be... or what information would have to be provided or what tools or what do 

you think would help to simplify this process? So you just said you met with a lawyer. This is now 

for example an outside counsel or from you here from the... 

32 R: This is an external lawyer. So what would help there would certainly be... so we were lucky in 

this case, that we could get through the institute then get money to pay this lawyer. But even 

that was now a difficult process. This means basically, that if you had somehow lawyers available, 

who are familiar with the topic and who you could ask in principle concerning Open Science 

publications, just this would be very useful, if this process gets simplified, to get legal support or 

assistance. And the other thing, but I believe that this is something difficult to change: It would be 

totally helpful, if this grey area, which in my view exists at the moment or the area where it is not 

clear when a data set is in principle an independent product or just only represents from the 

derivative, from the original data set or from a section of the original data set, if this threshold 

was more clearly defined or if there were in principle clearer, simple, understandable rules, that 

one says "Okay, if this and that is fulfilled, then you can put the whole thing under your own 

license or not". That would be totally helpful and that would make our lives easier. 

33 I: Do you think that is generalizable for your area? Aren't these always individual case 

considerations? 

34 R: That is the problem. So at the moment in the jurisdiction it is always individual case 

considerations and also as I understand it no clear line has formed yet. And that is the problem. 

35 I: Good. Do you think or do you perhaps know whether research data in your discipline is more or 

less published in other countries? So in general, do you know anything about that? 

36 R: So I know that in terms of// regarding also research data and research software, then I think 

that the USA... I think they are a bit ahead, because they// I hope now, that I didn't misu// The 

way I understood it is that publicly funded institutes are even instructed to disclose their data and 

that has indeed consequences. So they are obligated to publish things Open Source and then that 

happens as a consequence. Maybe that would be basically something that would help us also 

totally. If just a bit more... well, I think it would be really useful, if the funders would also demand 

this more offensively, so that one says, that then simply the products of research must be publicly 

accessible again and then have to be published again under open licenses. This would make it 

easier for us on the one hand ... so in my role internally just make it also easier for me generally 

to persuade the institute to force the whole thing, that our own data are published accordingly 

and on the other hand it would also help us as a modelling institute to get more open sources, 

which we can then could also use in a more legally secure way. Where we then also know, we can 

not only simulate this internally, but we also know, that we can disclose the complete workflow 

afterwards and can publish the complete process. 

37 I: Yes, many thanks. Those were also all my questions now. If there is anything else you would like 
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to share with me on the topic of Open Data, gladly. Then now is the right moment. 

38 R: Yes, so maybe just really the ... if in principle I, that happens now too. So it would be totally 

great if the funders would just see that more, that they would demand it more. But maybe also, I 

haven't said that yet, that... you also have to look: Demanding is one thing, but the financing must 

also be taken into account accordingly. So another aspect that I find very important here, one 

that I have not yet mentioned: One reason why things are often not published or are not 

published in the form, in which one would like them to be, is simply the lack of resources for such 

things. So that one just simply has time pressure. That you are not able to somehow finance the 

whole thing. So at the moment you have the situation, that most of the time scientists usually 

don't get too much use out of it when they do the full thing. So they just have a certain... As a 

scientist you usually have requirements and at the moment you are still mostly simply measured 

in scientific publications and if this would change more and develop more in the direction that the 

funders also then see that they have to decidedly finance these... the publication of data and that 

they also then demand this more specifically, then something would change there. And that it is 

seen for others, also career-wise, that data publications or software publications are seen as a 

quality criterion in addition to the classical publications and are also considered in the evaluation. 

That too would then have a very great impact. 

39 I: I can only support that. Many many thanks. 

40 R: Yes, thank you. 
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